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The news: The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Federal Reserve, and the

O�ce of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) released a joint report that provides banks
with guidance when partnering with �ntechs and other third-party providers, per American

Banker.

What does it say? It instructs banks on how to assess a partnership's risks, and describes

what su�cient risk monitoring looks like throughout the duration of the relationship.

The report finalizes a draft the financial agencies first put forward two years ago. This version

considered feedback from over 80 sources, including trade organizations, banks, and

fintechs.

Will it be enough? Though it incorporates input from industry participants, some still think the

report is lacking.

Many small FIs depend on third-party partnerships to o�er the most up-to-date solutions to

their customers quickly and cost e�ectively. The relevant regulatory agencies said they plan

to provide additional resources to assist smaller FIs with developing a risk management plan,

but didn’t give a timeline for when those resources would become available.

Banks must develop risk management procedures that cover the risks that third-party

partnerships might bring to the organization.

These should include conducting due diligence, specifying rules and responsibilities between

the two parties, and creating a clear plan for terminating the relationship, if necessary.

Because banks are responsible for risk assessment of the partnership, they’re on the hook for

determining if the scope of the partnership aligns with the bank’s capabilities to detect and

monitor relevant risks.

Fed Governor Michelle Bowman criticized it for not considering the budget and size

constraints smaller financial institutions (FIs) face. She argues the one-size-fits-all guidance

doesn’t properly help these FIs tailor their risk management strategies.

Rebeca Romero Rainey, head of the Independent Community Bankers of America, echoed

Gov. Bowman’s statements and cited a 2021 comment the organization wrote in response to

the agencies’ original proposal.

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/bcreg20230606a2.pdf
https://www.americanbanker.com/news/fdic-fed-occ-finalize-guidance-for-banks-third-party-partnerships?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=V3_AB_Daily_2023%2B%27-%27%2B06082023&bt_ee=UkF2KDgYqdp2canhyTUaW%2Bbl6eH4Ydi%2FOe4RkSQre5g5TmV2%2BR%2FO2IC6CFobGyU%2F&bt_ts=1686225664124
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What does this mean for banks? The guidance makes it clear that banks are responsible for

analyzing the potential risks a fintech partnership could bring to their organization. This could

give banks an upper hand over how fintechs operate—if a fintech is too risky, no banks will

choose to work with it.

With the onus on them, banks must be diligent in choosing their fintech partners. The right

partnerships could make a big di�erence in their ability to attract and retain customers.

This article originally appeared in Insider Intelligence’s Banking Innovation Brie�ng—a daily

recap of top stories reshaping the banking industry. Subscribe to have more hard-hitting

takeaways delivered to your inbox daily.

Many consumers are looking to their FI to provide personalized advice, guidance, and tools to

help them weather the economic downturn. Many fintechs have well-developed budgeting

tools and other solutions that banks can tap into to o�er to their customers.

In return for those tools, consumers—especially younger generations—are more willing to

share their personal financial data. Banks can use that data to better inform their product

development strategies and bring on additional customers that will be more likely to stay for

the long run.

Are you a client? Click here to subscribe.

Want to learn more about how you can benefit from our expert analysis? Click here.
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